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Hon Madam Chair, 
 
Introduction - Greymouth Gas and Petroleum Companies  
 
Established in 2000, the New Zealand owned and operated Greymouth Gas and Petroleum Companies 
(‘Greymouth’) together rank second amongst New Zealand owned petroleum production companies when 
measured in barrels of oil equivalent produced per day (today supplying circa 10% of New Zealand’s daily gas 
consumption); and will be in the top three amongst New Zealand and foreign gas and oil production companies, 
assuming the sale of the Shell interests to OMV concludes. 
 
Greymouth Gas supplies low cost natural gas to industrial and commercial consumers including producers of 
fertilizer, petrochemicals, wood products, meat products, health foods, beer, sugar, glass and other core New 
Zealand industries. Greymouth’s Block Offer bids and resulting petroleum development efforts are directed to the 
ongoing provision of low cost gas supply to secure the future of New Zealand manufacturing jobs. Greymouth Gas 
is a leading participant in New Zealand wholesale, commercial and industrial gas markets, adding to competition in 
the market and helping deliver lower natural gas prices for New Zealand industry and households.  
 
Block Offers 
 
Greymouth has in depth knowledge of Block Offer processes developed by the Crown since 2000. Greymouth has 
reviewed every Block Offer since that time and has been successful with 13 exploration permit awards; 10 permits 
have been awarded for areas onshore Taranaki (2002, 2004, 2008(3), 2013, 2014 and 2015(3)); 2 permits awarded 
in the offshore Taranaki (2006) and 1 permit in the offshore Great South Basin (2007).    
 
Submissions and Request to be heard 
 
Greymouth welcomes this opportunity to submit on the Crown Minerals (Petroleum) Amendment Bill (the Bill) 
introduced to the House of Representatives on 26 September 2018.  Greymouth requests it be heard by the 
Environment Committee in support of these submissions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Submissions Executive Summary 
 
 
a) The Prime Minister and Energy Minister Woods have it dead wrong – it is not 7-10 years before 
New Zealand runs out of gas.  
 
b) There is a chronic shortage of gas today - there is no spare capacity or redundancy upstream in 
national gas supply – Spot (daily) Gas prices (depicted on the following chart) are at record high 
levels and demonstrate the shortage. 
 
c) Developing meaningful additional gas supplies will normally take at least ten years (if additional 
gas resources can be found). 
 
d) Ceasing Block Offers outside of onshore Taranaki without adequate gas supply disrupts New 
Zealand’s vital manufacturing sector and increases prices to all consumers. The Bill is a shot in the 
foot of New Zealand. 
 
e) Extending the tenure of current exploration permits (where drilling is already well past due) is 
unfair and corrupts and debases the current transparent, contestable, competitive exploration 
permitting process.  
 
f) There are inconsistencies between the Bill and the legislative regime for petroleum. The Bill, its 
process and passage has heightened business concerns, caused declining business confidence and 
raises sovereign risk concerns in New Zealand and Internationally.  
 
g) Greymouth submits that the Bill should be consigned to the waste paper bin. 
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On 12 April 2018, the Prime Minister was quoted by NBR…“There is a point where we have to say, ‘now is the time 
to plan,’ and say ‘Actually let’s use what we have got but let’s look to alternatives”. 
 
On 27 April 2018, the Energy Minister was interviewed by Corin Dann about New Zealand’s gas reserves: 
 
Dann: “My understanding from talking to the industry is that you should’ve been given an update on reserves by 
Shell Todd and OMV at the start of this year. Have you had that?” 
Minister: “Yeah, and that’s the figure that’s going around, there’s a sort of a seven to ten year that’s currently being 
drilled”.  
Dann: “Hang on. Seven to ten year – where did the seven year come from? I haven’t heard that before”.  
Minister: “That’s a figure that we’ve been talking about. Seven to eleven is often the figure that’s put there. I think 
that’s probably a pessimistic figure”.  
Dann: “That’s the latest data?”  
Minister: “That’s right”. 
 
This inadequate gas reserves cover position should have been no surprise to Government Ministers, including from 
New Zealand First. In the last decade, the Clark/Cullen Labour-led coalition Government (with New Zealand First as 
a coalition party), aware of impending energy shortages, introduced royalty incentives to encourage gas exploration 
and sponsored (through Genesis) the development of the Kupe gas field and the E3P Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 
power generation unit at Huntly. Without these initiatives, today’s gas shortage would be even more critical, the 
lights would have gone out and gas and electricity prices would be much higher. 
 
Government Ministers should have consulted the industry before announcing the changes anticipated by the Bill. 
The responses and advice to the Ministers would have been that New Zealand does not have adequate gas supply 
to be making these changes at this time. Other than coal, there are no alternatives to gas supply today, and the 
Prime Minister, her caucus and her coalition colleages are throwing New Zealand households and the New Zealand 
manufacturing sector “under the bus”. 
 
The petroleum industry sector accepts the challenge of achieving significant cuts in emissions over the next 10 
years. 
 
New Zealand looks likely to face a ‘perfect storm’ of gas supply shortages and low lake levels. Oil prices are up and 
rising, so too is the US dollar, petrol prices in New Zealand are naturally following suit, and so now are natural gas 
prices. These market movements are ringing alarm bells for governments around the globe because of the impact 
oil and gas have on costs at every level of the manufacturing process and household power bills. In this heady mix, 
New Zealand is also significantly compromised by low lake levels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) The Prime Minister and Energy Minister Woods have it dead wrong – it is not 7-10 years before New 
Zealand runs out of gas. 
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Lead times in the upstream industry are long. These long lead times are reflected in the Block Offer permitting 
regime with exploration permits granted for 12 and 15 years. Obtaining all the consents needed for exploration 
activity (consents for seismic acquisition or land access, drilling consents, consents to construct offshore facilities 
etc.) is an extremely time consuming process. Seismic surveying almost always precedes drilling. New Zealand’s 
remote location, poor prospectivity compared with our neighbours, lack of in-country services and essential 
infrastructure mean high costs and long lead times. 
 

 
 
The policy change is abrupt, counterproductive, comes too soon and will add to current gas shortages and further 
increase gas and petroleum prices. Renewable energy technologies are not yet affordable and efficient enough to 

b) There is a chronic shortage of gas today - there is no spare capacity or redundancy upstream in 
national gas supply – Spot (daily) Gas prices (depicted on the following chart which runs from the 
announcement of the proposed Bill in April 2018) are at record high levels and demonstrate the 
shortage). 

 

c) Developing meaningful additional gas supplies will normally take at least ten years (if additional 
gas resources can be found 

 

d) Ceasing Block Offers outside of onshore Taranaki without adequate gas supply disrupts New 
Zealand’s vital manufacturing sector and increases prices to all consumers. The Bill is a shot in the 
foot of New Zealand. 
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replace fossil fuels completely, despite ongoing research worldwide. In the coming years, technological advances 
may be made that could be a substitute for oil and gas, but the world is not there yet.  There is no magic wand that 
will produce such a substitute.   
 
New Zealand will be in the best position to adopt new technologies, and play a role in discovering and developing 
those technologies, with a strong economy. Ending exportation of oil and gas doesn’t bring renewable technologies 
any closer; cutting off a strong revenue source only restricts New Zealand’s future options. New Zealand should 
only consider stopping exploring for, and exporting, oil and gas when the New Zealand Government and private 
sector stop buying and utilizing hydrocarbons. 
 
New Zealand should continue to be a leading example of a green and sustainable country. This is best achieved by 
planning carefully for future needs, by being open to all technologies, and not prematurely disrupting and/or shutting 
down New Zealand’s strategically important manufacturing industry and other critical industries.  
 

 
 
Energy Minister Woods was reported in introducing the Bill: …“Energy Minister Megan Woods has confirmed in 
Parliament that she is considering giving oil companies with existing exploration permits more time to fulfil their 
commitments. She will make decisions on 16 permits on a case-by-case basis over the next two years. Green 
Party energy spokesman Gareth Hughes suggests this move might undermine the government’s ban on new 
offshore oil and gas exploration. Dr Woods does not agree but says the government is protecting existing 
exploration permits that cover 100,000 sq km. “This is a sensible approach that allows regions, communities, 
industry and the workforce a just transition to a low-carbon future and avoids sudden economic shocks like we saw 
in the 1980s,” she says. 

New Zealand has 21 offshore exploration permits and 10 Operators. The total offshore permitted area is 99,000 sq 
km. The largest Operator holding is OMV with 36% and 35,400 sq km. The other large acreage holders are 
Chevron (25% and 25,000 sq km of East Coast Basin) and Beach (14% and 14,000 sq km). Of the 21 exploration 
permits, all 7 of the permits which had earlier drill or drop dates have had their drill or drop commitment terms 
extended (the remaining 14 permits have not yet reached drill or drop election. e.g. the Chevron permits). Notably 
the 2007 vintage OMV operated permit in the Great South Basin had an original drill commit date of 11 July 2010 
and after multiple extensions has had the drill or drop commitment term extended to 11 July 2019. The 2006 
Offshore Canterbury permit operated by Beach had an original drill commit date of 8 May 2010 and after extensions 
is currently extended to 8 January 2019. The 2012 Offshore Canterbury Clipper permit operated by NZOG had an 
original drill commit date of 11 April 2016 and after extensions is currently extended to 11 April 2019. 

Minister Woods proposes that these companies with existing exploration permits be given more time to fulfil their 
commitments. With respect that is the wrong approach. New Zealand has a much better chance of having wells 
drilled if these permits are required to be surrendered by the permitholders if drill commitments are not made. If 
permitting evolves as Minister Woods is proposing, the whole process becomes unfair and corrupts and debases 
the current transparent, contestable, competitive exploration permitting process. The companies the Minister is 
referring to which hold this acreage now become the winners at the expense of the nation and competitors who 
may have missed out on award of those permits at Block Offer and Bid stage. 

 

 

 

e) Extending the tenure of current exploration permits (where drilling is already well past due) is 
unfair and corrupts and debases the current transparent, contestable, competitive exploration 
permitting process.  
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The Bill causes an irreconcilable inconsistency with the Minerals Programme for Petroleum (issued pursuant to 
section 3(7) of Schedule 1 of the Crown Minerals Act 1991) which has the force of law. Section 22(1) of the Crown 
Minerals Act provides that “The Minister and the chief executive must act in accordance with a minerals 
programme.”  The Bill allows the Minister to amend the Minerals Programme for Petroleum without consultation or 
public submission if the changes are “consequential”.  Apart from it being quite wrong to allow the Minister to make 
such changes without any consultation, the consequential changes the Minister can make will lead to 
inconsistencies with how the Minister is required to act in accordance with the MPP, if this Bill is enacted. 
 
Greymouth’s submissions are that the Bill, its process and passage has heightened business concerns, caused 
declining business confidence and raises sovereign risk concerns in New Zealand and Internationally.  
 
Finally, please note that Clause 26 of the Bill has the wrong CIV number for the Block Bid proceeding.  It refers to 
CIV 2018-458-237 when it should refer to CIV 2018-485-237. Greymouth respectfully submits that this error must 
be corrected. 
 

 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 

g) Greymouth submits that the Bill should be consigned to the waste paper bin. 
 

f) There are inconsistencies between the Bill and the legislative regime for petroleum. The Bill, its 
process and passage has heightened business concerns, caused declining business confidence 
and raises sovereign risk concerns in New Zealand and Internationally.  

 


